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ONE NIGHT IN TEL AVIV
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CONCEPT 
& TONE

One night that candidly shows the diversity of the Tel Aviv party 

scene. Different groups of people all experiencing the same thing, 

letting off steam. A side of Israel we rarely see or focus on. An 

honest and natural abstract visual that let’s us experience life on a 

night out in Tel Aviv.

Different groups of people, experiencing euphoria in their own way: 

From religious Jews to secular ones to Israeli Arabs to Ethiopians 

etc. Simultaneously, everyone is enjoying themselves on the busiest 

party night in Tel Aviv - a Thursday night. We will cut between them 

fluidly so there’s a separation, a dissimilarity - but also a connection, 

a similarilty - between everyone.
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There will be a strong and deliberate focus on dance across the piece 

- a theme that captures a rudimentary and animalistic quality that 

we all share and express in different ways. This need and desire 

to escape - both physically and emotionally - will be shown as we 

cut between different groups of people experiencing this hedonistic 

state. Surreal close ups of flesh and sweat, mixed in with vignettes 

and character studies.

As well as capturing the unique identity of Tel Aviv and its diverse 

groups of individuals, this elementary theme of dance will show 

what we can all relate to on a basic and instinctive level.
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LOOK & FEEL

We will keep it off the cuff and fly-on-the-wall, but also visually arresting 

and cinematic. The only agenda is to capture something true in a 

transcendent and non-narrative way. We want to show you - not tell you 

- what is happening. 

The explosive and eclectic energy of Tel Aviv will be sensitively captured 

with beautiful and considered cinematography along with capturing the 

natural roughness and madness of the city in an uninhibited way.
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SOUND

The sound design and soundtrack will mix in an abstract way, with 

sounds going in and out. Fluctuating between real world, ambient 

sound and voices mixed in with a musical score. The edit should feel 

unpredictable but deliberate.
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THANK YOU


